
Powertrain and precision-engineered products manufacturer AVTEC has launched its new range of HD

transmissions – AOS 9800, delivering customised transmission solution up to 3300hp output for Oil Field

applications. The AOS 9800 transmission is a fully automatic/powershift transmission available with eight forward

speeds and is operated with automatic controls suitable for Oil Field applications like drilling rigs, workover rigs, mud

pumps, cementing units, etc.

Neeraj Jain, MD & CEO, AVTEC Limited said, “We are committed to delivering an array of advanced products to our

customers and setting benchmarks in reliability for the off-highway industry. Our new product has indigenously

developed electronically controlled transmissions that provide data controlled mechanism for enhanced system

efficiency. We are confident that this new product will help us tap into the huge potential of the Indian as well as

global mining and oil field market.”

Available with optional engine driven PTO, AOS 9800 offers the flexibility of mounting either direct or remote and

using in-line arrangement and hydrodynamic retarder. This transmission is supplied with HATS (Hauling Automatic

Transmission System) which is developed as the resultant of AVTEC’s in-house research of over three years at its

Tech Centre at Hosur.

HATS electronic control system has been designed to be integrated with transmissions catering to mining, oil field,

and the construction industry. HATS is equipped with features like GPS and can be integrated with telematics for

data transfer and easy troubleshooting in the field which is a prerequisite for many OEMs. AVTEC’s AOS9800
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transmission is designed to handle the most severe operating conditions and provides relentless performance in the

most demanding oil field applications.
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